Alpine F1 Team takes home two points from Spanish Grand Prix after hard-fought contest
Alpine F1 Team’s Esteban Ocon scored two points from today’s Spanish Grand Prix after finishing
in ninth place at the Circuit de Barcelona-Catalunya with home favourite Fernando Alonso outside
the points in seventeenth.
On a difficult afternoon in Barcelona, the team planned for a one-stop strategy with both cars,
which ultimately proved increasingly challenging towards the latter stages of the race. Esteban
managed to hold on to ninth place at the chequered flag with Fernando pitting close to the end as
a result of high degradation on his Medium tyres on his second stint.
After yesterday’s superb qualifying, Esteban made a clean start from fifth position, but lost two
places on the opening lap. Fernando, from tenth, was locked in a wheel-to-wheel battle but held
onto his place.
In between an early safety car, both drivers remained in seventh and tenth before Fernando pitted
on lap 21 for Mediums and Esteban two laps later for the same compound.
With others around also pitting, it was a straight, tactical fight to the end. Esteban managed his
tyres to the end, falling back to ninth, with Fernando unable to secure points at his home race after
struggling on his set of tyres. He pitted on lap 61 for Softs to take him to the chequered flag in
seventeenth.
The team remains fifth in the Constructors’ Championship.
Esteban Ocon, started P5, finished P9
“It was a tough race today. We have a few things to review as we weren’t as fast as the Ferraris or
the McLarens in the race. A positive thing is that last year here, we didn’t score points and this
year we come away with two. It’s not ideal after qualifying, but we’ll take it and move on to the next
race. We have more work to do on race pace and, as always, some things to discuss to improve
ourselves. We’ll see how we do around Monaco, it’s great that we’re going back there, and we go
there with some motivation to have a better result.”
Fernando Alonso, started P10, finished P17
“It wasn’t where we wanted to finish today but I think the weekend in general was positive. We had
some good performance from the car, and we are definitely heading in the right direction. In
Portugal we were fast, but we didn’t know if it was specific to that track, so our progression this
weekend shows we are in a good place. We had some fun battles today and I enjoyed the racing,
but we just couldn’t hang on in the end with the Medium tyres. We had to try something different
and it didn’t work out. We’ll go again in Monaco and have some fun there.”
Marcin Budkowski, Executive Director:
“After a very positive qualifying, this race result clearly was not what we were hoping for. We lost
some positions at the start, two for Esteban and one for Fernando. We were pretty committed to a
one-stop strategy and we tried to make it work. However, it was quite tough to get to the end on
the second set of tyres, with Esteban able to salvage two points after a brave last couple of laps.
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Fernando ran out of tyres at the end, leaving him out of the points. We didn’t have the pace to fight
with Ferrari or McLaren in the race today, so that gives us an area to focus on and find further
improvements. Nevertheless, we’ve scored two points on the teams behind us in the Constructors’
Championship. Overall, though, we were hoping for more from this race.”
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